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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Avascular necrosis (AN) is the death of trabecular bone and bone marrow. Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment in the early stages of AN of the femoral head alleviates intraosseous pressure by increasing the tissue oxygen pressure, increases micro-circulation by arranging the venous drainage, so is recommended for that patients’ treatment plan. Recently, many clinical trials and experimental studies were conducted about the effects of HBO on AN.

Aim: Current treatment modalities partially address a need for adequate remedy to this disease. Prosthetic surgery performed on patients due to AN may cause some medical problems in long term follow up. HBO treatment can bring a new modality option for AN. There is no much data on the efficacy of HBO therapy on disease healing and delay of implementation of prosthetic implants. The aim of this review was to evaluate and summarize the evidence for application of HBO as a treatment for AN.

Methods: The study included 10 randomized studies found in databases including PubMed/MedLine, Science Direct, Web of Science, and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials Databases. The keywords “hyperbaric oxygen therapy” or “hyperbaric oxygen treatment” and “avascular necrosis” or “aseptic necrosis” or “femoral head necrosis” were used, and no time frame was selected.

Results: The studies covered in our work consisted of experimental, clinical, and case series assessments. Three were controlled, experimental studies, and seven were clinical trials, which are generally considered more valuable due to their power and study design. Studies were evaluated in three category title; primary outcomes, stage of disease and effectiveness. HBO therapy has been shown to be effective in all three categories.

Conclusion: The incidence of patients with AN is increasing majorly due to some external factors, steroid and trauma. Although the existed literature is qualified, the number of articles about the effects of HBO on AN are still quite few in the electronic database. In order to evidently state the efficacy of HBO in AN, well designed, comprehensive, randomized studies are required.
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Introduction

Avascular necrosis (AN) is the death of trabecular bone and marrow, and is primarily observed in femur head[16]. The pathogenesis is believed to be caused by the ischemia that occurs with the deterioration of micro-circulation in the femoral head.17 The annual US incidence of AN is between 10,000 and 15,000[22]. The disease most commonly emerges in young adults, with an average age of 38 years.

Prognosis is variable, and the treatment period may be long requiring hospitalization. Early diagnosis and appropriate surgery can reduce the risk of progression and achieve good results[26]. The presence of femur-head bone marrow edema can be used in early diagnosis of AN[10].

Surgical treatment options are include drilling, core decompression, fibular grafting, and osteotomy[26]. Non-surgical treatment options include rest, weight loss, pharmacological agents, pulsed elec-
tromagnetic fields, and hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy\(^{(25)}\). HBO necessitates breathing high level of oxygen under elevated partial pressure\(^{(6)}\). The level of plasma-resolvable oxygen rises within surrounding atmospheric pressure. This augmentation in surrounding pressure means that it can spread toward deep tissues, therefore oxygen reaches tissues even with low blood flow\(^{(15)}\). HBO therapy leads to the reduction of local hypoxia and inflammation, improved control of infection, control of edema, reduction of neutrophil adhesion, increased leukocyte activity, and promotion of the synthesis of collagen and blood vessel growth\(^{(24)}\). It re-introduces tissue oxygenation in the trabecular bone, decreases edema and inflammation, stimulates angiogenesis\(^{(17)}\). HBO also decreases intra-osseous pressure, and increases the micro-circulation by re-organizing venous drainage, and its use has been suggested in the treatment plans of people with early-phase AN\(^{(23)}\).

Recent studies have shown that the effects of HBO therapy in patients with AN reported successful results\(^{(1-4)}\). The aim of this review was to evaluate and summarize the evidence for application of HBO as a treatment for AN.

**Materials and method**

**Search Strategy**

Publications were accessed via well-known electronic databases including PubMed/MedLine, Science Direct, Web of Science, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and Databases. The keywords “hyperbaric* oxygen therapy” or “hyperbaric* oxygen treatment” and “avascular necrosis” or “aseptic necrosis” or “femoral head necrosis” were used, and no time frame was selected. HBO therapy is given to patients in multiple sessions, that is, more than one session, and is usually given for 2 hours on a daily basis.

**Inclusion criteria**

We included all studies, adult and pediatric, found on the databases regarding HBO therapy in AN. No type of work-type filter was applied while choosing the studies. Studies given as adjunctive therapy of HBO treatment were included too. Studies were included if they reported in terms of efficacy on “MRI assessment, stage of disease, surgical treatment, and long-term follow up”.

**Exclusion Criteria**

Studies involving patients receiving other types of treatments, such as only surgical or only pharmacological treatments, were excluded. Only original articles were included, so the letters, commentaries, conference summaries and restricted reviews were all excluded.

**Data Extraction**

Data were classified based on the name(s) of the author(s), study design, year of publication, disease stage of the patient population, number of patients, follow-up period in the clinical study, and all data related to the defined outcomes. Eighteen studies identified through the database search. Three records removed because of duplication. We reached the full text of fifteen records. Five of the fifteen articles excluded with the following reasons: letter content, giving general information for HBO without providing sufficient details about HBO therapy. Three of the ten studies were consisted of experimental controlled studies, four of them were clinical case series and three of them were clinical controlled studies. The number of records identified, included and excluded was stated by PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1).
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**Results**

After scanning the aforementioned databases, we found 10 studies that reviewed the effect of HBO therapy in people diagnosed with AN. The studies consisted of experimental, clinical, and case series assessments.
Three were controlled, experimental studies, and seven were clinical trials, which can be considered valuable. When we classified these publications, we found that three were randomized, controlled, experimental studies, while the three were clinically controlled, prospective, randomized studies. Only one of the clinically controlled studies was reported as being double-blind. The remaining four of total studies were serial case studies, but one of them was not controlled (Table 1).

### Primary Outcomes

No trials specifically reported complete resolution of AN. Kataoka\(^{(12)}\), Levin\(^{(13)}\) and Peskin\(^{(18)}\) examined the efficacy of HBO therapy in controlled, experimental studies in 138 rats. Levin and Kataoka compared a HBO therapy group with a group that did not receive treatment, and Peskin administered non-weight bearing (NWB) treatment to the control group used. The HBO therapeutic modalities used by Levin and Peskin were applied 2.5 ATA in 90 minutes, while Kataoka applied 2.8 ATA in 60 minutes.

In this study analyzed the clinical range used in the studies conducted by Huri\(^{(10)}\), Reis\(^{(19)}\), Scherer\(^{(20)}\) and Zhao\(^{(27)}\) which included 116 patients. Huri and Reis did not administer treatment to the control groups they used, whereas Zhao gave pharmacological treatment to control groups, and Scherer compared HBO treatment with NWB. In terms of HBO treatment modalities, the studies carried out by Zhao, Reis, and Huri were similar to that conducted by Scherer.

The studies recently conducted by Camporesi\(^{(3)}\), Capone\(^{(4)}\) and Hsu\(^{(7)}\) included a total of 159 patients and were analyzed as controlled clinical trials. Hsu included HBO in a cocktail of treatment compared with extra-corporeal shock wave treatment. Camporesi was the sole researcher involved in one randomized controlled double-blind study that compared HBO therapy with hyperbaric air treatment.

Capone added HBO to NWB and pharmacological therapy for comparison. The patients with all groups received 20, 30, and 40 sessions of HBO treatment after measurements were made.

Stage of Disease: None of the experimental studies contained information regarding the phases of the disease in rats. Rats with experimentally established AN had been treated after the administration. They had early-stage disease, with respect to the classification of the Association Research Circulation Osseous (ARCO), Steinberg, and Ficat, with the exception of Capone and Hsu. Capone, according to MRI classification, determined that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Giving Treatments</th>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
<th>Effect of HBO treatment</th>
<th>Follow-up duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levin(^{(19)})</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>HBO, NGT</td>
<td>Experimental, Controlled</td>
<td>26, 18</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peskin(^{(18)})</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>HBO, NWB</td>
<td>Experimental, Controlled</td>
<td>16, 38</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>4-6 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kataoka(^{(12)})</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>HBO, NGT</td>
<td>Experimental, Controlled</td>
<td>20, 20</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>17 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao(^{(27)})</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>HBO</td>
<td>Clinical, Case series ARCO Stage 1-2</td>
<td>84, -</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huri(^{(10)})</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>HBO</td>
<td>Clinical, Case series FICAT Stage 1-2a</td>
<td>4, -</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reis(^{(19)})</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>HBO</td>
<td>Clinical, Case series Steinberg Stage 1</td>
<td>16, -</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>From 2 years to healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scherer(^{(20)})</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>HBO+NWB</td>
<td>Clinical, Case series Early treatment of chemotherapy</td>
<td>12, 8</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>about osteoedema 3-76 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsu(^{(27)})</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>HBO+ESWT</td>
<td>Clinical, Controlled ARCO Stage 1-2-3</td>
<td>50, 48</td>
<td>Not significant(p&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camporesi(^{(3)})</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>HBO, HBA</td>
<td>Clinical, Controlled, Randomized, Double blind</td>
<td>10, 10</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>about clinical improvement 7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capone(^{(4)})</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>HBO+Pharmacologic, NWB</td>
<td>Clinical, Controlled %50 MRI Stage 4</td>
<td>21, 20</td>
<td>Significant(p&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: HBO: Hyperbarix Oxygen Therapy; NWB: Non-Weight Bearing; HBA: Hyperbaric air; NGT: No Giving Treatment; ESWT: Extracorporeal Shock Wave Treatment; PG: Prostaglandin; ARCO: Association Research Circulation Osseous; (p< 0.05 is significant)
50% of patients were stage 4, while 32 of 98 patients in the Hsu study were ARCO stage 3. The Scherer study used MRI scoring and planned early chemotherapy treatment.

Effectiveness: In their experimental studies, Kataoka(12), Levin(13) and Peskin(18) observed a significant improvement in the HBO treatment group. They have followed the working group for 17 weeks. Huri(10), Reis(19) and Zhao(27) observed clinically significant improvements in their HBO series, but Scherer(20) has evaluated only significant improvement in the osteoedema at early stage of AN. Zhao and Scherer followed patients up for an average of 4 years, and Huri for 1 year; but Reis was followed two years or until healing.

In the controlled clinical trials reported by Hsu, no significant improvement was observed with HBO treatment in approximately 30% of patients with advanced stage disease in the 1-year follow-up. Camporesi(3), who conducted a randomized, controlled and double-blind study, stated that a clinically remarkable improvement was only observed in those patients with the longest follow-up period (7 years). In the Capone(4) study, although MRI showed that approximately 50% of patients had stage 4 disease, there was a significant improvement in the HBO treatment group.

Discussion

Fibrotic barriers worsen the progression of osteonecrosis by inhibiting neovascularization and necrotic tissue healing. HBO therapy increases partial oxygen pressure in plasma, and more oxygen dissolves. As the amount of oxygen dissolved in plasma increases, the diffusion distance of oxygen increases in the tissue urging collagen synthesis, fibroblast proliferation, and capillary angiogenesis(9,14). AN is also associated with intra-osseous pressure buildup, which causes bone marrow edema(21). In these cases, it has been shown that venous hypertension and poor venous drainage affects the femur head(6), HBO increases perfusion and decreases edema, therefore, by reducing intraossenous pressure, HBO rapidly improves microcirculation(9). With high oxygen pressure, mesenchymal stem cells differentiate into osteoblasts(22), the cells with high metabolic rate, and destroy the oxygen-dependent necrotic bone tissue. They decrease bone density and remodel the tissue by increasing the hyper oxygenation activity of osteoclasts(11).

Easy surveillance of the MRI scans of the patients allowed us to obtain accuracy regarding with the prognosis and treatment efficacy. Although AN is more common in young adults, it may also be observed in children as a complication of other diseases. The literature on pediatric cases is very poor. The study conducted by Scherer is the only pediatric assessment that is available in the databases(20). Further studies are required in order to identify a treatment for this disease in children and to obtain an idea of the prognosis.

Experimental studies and clinical studies conducted in people diagnosed with AN have shown that HBO therapy greatly improves disease prognosis and delays invasive surgical interventions. Very few studies have shown that HBO therapy is less effective than other treatment methods(7,20). Numerous studies have attempted to obtain objective results by conducting medical treatment trials(4,10,27). Some researchers have stated that long-term surveillance of patients showed that the recovery from AN continues for many years in young adults following HBO treatment, and that surgical interventions should be considered at a later stages(3,27).

Experimental studies are important to elucidate the effects of HBO on necrosis treatment methods. These studies have reported different effects of HBO therapy on avascular necrosis. Levin asserted that HBO should be administered 4-6 hours after AN injury, while Peskin started the treatment 5 days after such an injury. Levin did not find a difference in improvement on postoperative days, but the histological studies showed an improvement in the HBO group on the second day. Accordingly, Peskin observed that recovery primarily occurs between 30 and 42 days, in terms of the amount of necrotic debris, new bone formation, and joint cartilage. Kataoka stated that two groups of rats that received HBO therapy significantly improved (p<0.04, p<0.01), and asserted that this treatment had increased ossification(12,13,18).

Considering the long-term continuation of recovery, the studies conducted by Zao and Reis are very informative. The MRI findings of patients improved to normal in the Reis study. Zao conducted the longest and most comprehensive study of AN, and showed that AN progresses in a time-dependent manner. If the case is at advanced stage, surgical intervention is used. In this study, no control group was used to counteract bias(19,27).

The databases contained no studies that had been designed to assess patients with advanced
stage AN. In the clinical studies, only Hsu selected patients classified as ARCO grades 1, 2 and 3. There is information describing the number of patients chosen, and at which state, and in which group; 32 of 98 had grade 3 AN. However, no statistically significant difference was observed in improvement after HBO therapy (p>0.05)\(^{(3)}\). Scherer created his own AN evaluation score in his pediatric study, which was not counted as early stage. Consequently, there was no statistically significant distinction in improvement disease outcome between the two groups except osteoedema (p>0.05)\(^{(3)}\). Half of the 41 patients in the Capone study were stage 4, according to their MRI classification. HBO therapy produced statistically significant improvement (p<0.01)\(^{(4)}\). Camporesi stated that the HBO affect is weak in patients who are at an advanced stage, because of the collapse of the joint\(^{(5)}\). Only one study has found that HBO resulted in statistically significant improvements in the advanced stage of AN.4 However, no study on the efficacy of HBO in the advanced stages of AN can currently be found in the databases.

**Conclusion**

Implications for Clinical Studies: Overall, AN is more common in young adults, and life expectancy is long. Although some evidence suggests that HBO may be effective in the early stage of AN, this positive role may be in pain alleviation. In addition, osteoedema can be improved by HBO therapy. However, there is inadequate evidence of the efficacy of HBO in patients in the advanced stage of AN to support its use in these individuals. The use of HBO as a preventive therapy for AN is not supported by the evidence.

It is recommended that HBO be considered as a complement to, or before, surgery, or used to support medical treatments. It has been shown that if HBO therapy is implemented in the early stages of treatment, it can be effective in movement mechanism and prevent joint collapse situations, and MRI may return to normal view. It has been stated that in the advanced stages of the disease, and in situations such as collapsed joints, surgery must be considered as the first option.

Implication for investigations: Since the improvement continues long-term, it is important to maintain HBO therapy on a long-term basis to improve prognosis. As a result of difficulties experienced in daily life, pain control should be administered to these young patients. Although the number of AN cases has increased, depending on external factors, steroids, and trauma, the number of HBO publications in the electronic databases, despite being of high quality, are few. Further experimental and clinical studies, an increased experience of treatment, and the addition of HBO protocols to the treatment plan will provide new research opportunities. With additional studies, the role of HBO therapy can be better understood with histological and biochemical diagnostic methods.

The findings of this review showed that there is a substantial need for further studies with large number of patients, investigation of HBO as a feasible treatment for AN and bone marrow edema in addition to the standard treatment modalities. The confirmation of the effectiveness of HBO as a primary treatment in a well-designed, controlled study with sufficient patient long follow-up is essential to produce valuable conclusions. The effect of implementation of HBO modality to other therapies administered simultaneously or adjunctively is not well known nor its pure effect parting of other therapies. The studies have shown that HBO treatment delayed surgical operations in the early stages of AN. Although these results show efficacy of HBO treatment at some degree, well-planned and multicentric studies are needed to determine the effective dose of the treatment, and to demonstrate the long-term and cost-benefit effects of HBO treatment.
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